Introduction {#sec1}
============

Gait, equilibrium and postural disorders are linked to neurological and neurodegenerative pathologies.[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13] Gait is a complex activity requiring the activation of the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, cerebellum, brainstem, spinal cord and the musculoskeletal system.[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18] Independent papers by Kaoru Takakusaki, Klaus Jahn and Anat Mirelman et al.,[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16] extensively discuss human locomotion and the key regions associated with gait and posture i.e., the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) and its projections to the pontomedullary reticular formation; the subthalamic locomotor region (SLR) and the cerebellar locomotor region (CLR). Jahn et al.,[@bib15] studies in imaging human supraspinal locomotor brainstem and cerebellum are of particular interest in this paper given their clinical relevance and the connections of gait initiation and speed regulation pacemakers with anatomical structures such as the inter-fastigial cerebellum, midbrain tegmentum, cerebellar vermis and pontine reticular formation. Strikingly, motor imagery and actual movement activate not only premotor and supplementary motor areas, but also cingulate and parietal cortical areas.[@bib15] The importance of postural control and cerebellar gait input has been put forward independently by Armstrong and Orlovsky[@bib17] ^,^ [@bib18] and support the integration of widespread locomotor structures from proprioceptive, exteroceptive, visual, vestibular, cerebellar, dorsal brainstem and cortical input for gait initiation and modulation.[@bib15] Thus, it is not a surprise gait pathology is described in the elderly especially in relation to neurodegenerative and dementia pathologies.[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26] Associations between gray matter volume and gait parameters in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients (temporal lobe) and controls (frontal areas in healthy elderly), suggest a relationship between dementia-related pathology and gait dysfunction[@bib24] that becomes clear in Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients when applying the Dual-Task Gait Performance testing.[@bib27] Patients with dementia had significantly higher dual-task cost (DTC) in counting gait and naming animals conditions vs individuals with subjective cognitive impairment (SCI) and MCI.[@bib27] Tian et al.,[@bib26] have shown that greater rate of increase in lap time variability from a 400-m walk differentiates individuals who eventually develop MCI/AD from controls, supporting early pathology likely impacts the automaticity of walking.

Motoric cognitive risk syndrome (MCR)[@bib28] characterized by subjective cognitive complaints and slow gait is common across the world with a prevalence of 9.7%.[@bib29] Gait abnormalities are common in MCR and are associated with accelerated functional decline and gray matter atrophy in motor, insular and prefrontal cortex linked to the control aspects of gait such as motor planning and modulation.[@bib30] Muurling et al.,[@bib31] have shown an association between gait specific measures related to pace and rhythm, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) hyperphosphorylated tau and dementia. Muurling's work is key for this investigation given that Metropolitan Mexico City residents show evidence of Alzheimer's disease in 202/203 forensic autopsy cases age 25.36 ± 9.23 y, CSF Aβ1-42, BDNF, α-synuclein, and inflammatory markers are evolving in young urbanites showing underperformance in cognitive processes, and abnormal brainstem evoked potentials.^32-38^These findings support a spectrum of cognitive, imaging and gait abnormalities in the elderly population and that gait abnormalities could indeed be an early indication of a high risk for MCI and dementia.

It is striking there are very few gait studies in young adults if we indeed recognize neurodegenerative processes take several decades to evolve[@bib39] ^,^ [@bib40] and if biologically defined AD is more prevalent that clinically defined AD.[@bib40] Heijnen and Rietdyk[@bib41] in a study of 94 undergraduate students found falls are the third leading cause of unintentional injuries for young adults ages 18-35y. These young adults fell once out of every 18 perceived slips and trips -- this is not a trivial problem for a population with no risk factors for diseases affecting gait and dynamic equilibrium.

Given these findings we are concerned young Metropolitan Mexico City (MMC) residents exposed to concentrations of fine particulate matter (PM~2.5~) above the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) standard and in conjunction with a historical documentation of Alzheimer pathology progressive changes[@bib32] are showing the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) scores in the published range of mild cognitive impairment and dementia.[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] MMC clinically healthy children have shown abnormal findings in phoneme recognition, finger to nose dysmetria, gait deviation, Romberg's test positivity, fluid and crystallized cognition deficits and prefrontal white matter hyperintense lesions.[@bib42] ^,^ [@bib43]

We hypothesized that Alzheimer neurodegenerative processes given rise to cognitive deficits, could also involve gait and balance dysfunction, particularly because we have extensively documented brainstem hyperphosphorylated tau, beta amyloid and alpha-synuclein in pediatric and young adults MMC forensic autopsies.[@bib32] ^,^ [@bib44]

The purpose of this study was to document gait and balance alterations and cognitive deficits in a cross sectional study of 575 clinically healthy adults, average age 21.03±5.76y residents in Mexican cities with concentrations of fine particulate matter PM~2.5~ above the USEPA annual standard. Our first aim was to score a selected balance scale: Berg[@bib45] ^,^ [@bib46] and a performance-gait and balance scale: Tinetti[@bib47] ^,^ [@bib48] in our young cohort. The second aim was to measure cognitive performance plus Tinetti and Berg in an independent cohort (n:76) to determine if an association between gait, balance and cognition deficits is present given the AD Continuum described in similar age MMC cohorts.[@bib32] ^,^ [@bib34] The Montreal Cognitive Assessment version 7, translated into Spanish, was our selected instrument.[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] MoCA covers several cognitive domains including episodic memory, language, attention, orientation, visuospatial and executive functions and has been validated in Mexican populations.[@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53]

Early identification of gait and balance impairment in young air pollution-exposed urbanites would facilitate multidisciplinary prevention efforts for modifying the course of AD.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Air Quality Data {#sec2.1}
----------------

The Mexican urban areas selected were Metropolitan Mexico City (MMC), Villahermosa and Reynosa. Selection was based on geographic location, urban characteristics and stable air pollutant levels in the last 2 decades. The focus was on PM~2.5~ (≤2.5 μm particles) and we selected to illustrate their behavior for 2017 -the year previous to this clinical study-based on 24-hr and annual USEPA standards. [Supplemental Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} shows a summary of the main characteristics of the study urban areas, sources of particulate matter and pertinent references. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows PM~2.5~ 24-hr ranges (box plots) for 2017 in the selected urban locations.Figure 1PM~2.5~ 24-hr averages box plots at North East MMC, Villahermosa and Reynosa for 2017. NAAQS stands for National Ambient Air Quality Standards for the USEPA. The continuous line inside the box represents the 24h median (35 μg/m^3^) and the dotted line the annual mean (12 μg/m^3^).Figure 1

As shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the higher daily PM~2.5~ averages were registered in MMC. The 24-hr NAAQS was exceeded in MMC in nearly half of the days with maxima well above the recommended standard. The lower PM~2.5~ levels were registered in Reynosa and thus corresponded to the less polluted city. The three selected cities exceed the NAAQS annual PM~2.5~ standard (12 μ/m^3^) and the WHO guideline for PM~2.5~ annual average concentrations (10 μ/m^3^) ([Supplementary Table 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"})

Study population and demographics {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

Ethics approval was granted by the Universidad del Valle de Mexico Research Ethics Committee. All participants gave written consent prior to participation in the study. This is a cross sectional study of 575 participants average age of 21.0±5.7 years, with 13.7±2.4 years of formal education and average BMI of 25.7±4.2 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ). The clinically healthy participants fulfil the inclusion (negative family history of Alzheimer's or Parkinson's diseases, hospitalizations, chronic-degenerative diseases, head trauma, negative history of alcohol or light to moderate drinking according to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2015-2020, negative tobacco consumption, and no prescribed or over the counter medications or illegal drugs, including marijuana) criteria. Subjects completed a baseline medical examination and were considered clinically healthy and representative of a Mexican socioeconomic middle class. Every participant was a lifelong resident of the targeted city. The assessment of gait and balance was done in a quiet, well-lit environment with no auditory or visual interference by Physiotherapy professors and trained senior students. Volunteers were instructed to wear comfortable shoes and non-restrictive clothes to the testing session. The clinical gait assessment included the observation of walking to detect clinically evident gait disturbances in the following categories: normal gait, ataxic gait, antalgic gait, cautious gait, frontal gait, hemiparetic gait, spastic gait and shuffling gait as per the Guidelines for gait assessment in the Canadian Consortium on neurodegeneration in aging.[@bib54] Tinetti gait and balance[@bib47] ^,^ [@bib48] evaluations consisted of two parts. The first part is a static examination of standing that includes 13 items: standing position, ability to stand up and to resist external destabilizations. Each item is scored from 1 (normal) to 3 (abnormal). The second part is based on a gait observation with nine items, scored as 1 normal to 2. The gait score is 12 and the balance score is 16. The Berg Balance Scale (BBS)[@bib45] ^,^ [@bib46] consists of 14 items assessing the ability to stand up and to maintain standing position despite perturbations. Each item is scored from 0 (unable) to 4 (safely done) with a maximum score of 56.Table 1Demographics in Metropolitan Mexico City (MMC), Villahermosa and Reynosa residents.Table 1Residency\# subjectsGender F/MAgeBMITinetti\
Gait (12)Tinetti\
Balance (16)Tinetti Total (28)Berg\
Total (56)MoCA[@bib37]MMC269177/9222.57±7.6925.51±3.0510.49±1.31**12.23±1.37**22.72±2.1952.17±2.8424.04±2.72Reynosa5645/1119.84±4.5225.17±5.8011.14±1.7413.50±1.0424.64±2.6055.13±1.7423.53±3.0Villahermosa250156/9419.66±1.9026.17±4.96**8.63±2.09**12.61±2.01**21.24±3.46**52.19±7.70**22.64±2.93**All575378/19721.04±5.7625.76±4.299.75±1.9912.52±1.7022.26±3.0352.47±5.5323.92±2.82

MoCA administration and scoring {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------

We had an independent clinically healthy cohort n:76, age 23.3± 9.1y for the simultaneous administration of the Spanish version of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), Tinetti and Berg. MoCA assesses global cognitive function and contains 10 subtests.[@bib49] MoCA scores were converted into 6 index scores based on the combinations used by Petersen[@bib55] and Julayanont et al.[@bib56] Petersen original Delayed Recall Score plus VIS, EIS and LIS were also used.[@bib55]

Statistical analysis {#sec2.4}
--------------------

We first calculated the summary statistics of the Berg and Tinetti scores in the cohorts. Then, we tested the equality of mean scores of each meaningful pair. For the total Tinetti score we used ≥24 as of low risk of falling, 19-23 moderate risk and ≤18 as high risk. For the BBS we used 50-56 as normal, ≤49 abnormal.[@bib61] We created three cohorts based on MoCA: Normal, MCI and D. The cut-off points are based on total MoCA scores, normal ≥26, MCI 24-25, D ≤23. We tested the equality of mean scores of each meaningful pair. We calculated the index scores in each cohort as well. We also fit a multiple linear regression of the total Tinetti, Berg and MoCA score on Age, BMI, Gender, and Education years. We ran the regression models for each of the aforementioned groups. All statistical analyses were made using Excel and the statistical software 'R' (<http://www.r-project.org/>).

Results {#sec3}
=======

Air pollution data {#sec3.1}
------------------

All 651 participants were residents in urban areas with concentrations of PM~2.5~ above the annual USEPA standard. MMC residents were exposed to high concentrations of PM~2.5~, including secondary aerosols and ozone for the last 15 years.[@bib57] Regular measurements of PM~2.5~ concentrations in MMC began in 2004 and the concentrations recorded along the years have shown minimal variations to the present time.

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} includes the maximum PM~2.5~ 24-hr averages observed up to April 11, 2020. Historically, the problem of air pollution in MMC[@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60] has been associated with cars and buses using reformulated oxygenated gasolines and evaporative emissions from gas stations, fuel storage tanks and urban leakage of Liquefied Petroleum Gas from domestic cylinders. Poorly regulated heavy-duty diesel vehicles are the main emitters of NOx and PM~2.5~ with a high content in black carbon.[@bib61] During several hours per day, particles with size less than 1 micron (PM~1~) constitute more than the 50% of the PM~2.5.~ ^62^ PM~1~ includes ultrafine particles (UFP ≤100nm).[@bib62] Figure 2Trend of maximum of the maxima PM~2.5~ 24-hour average concentrations registered in all PM sampling MMC stations from January 2004 to April 2020 and their comparison against the WHO 24h mean average (blue solid line) and the US Air Quality Index (AQI) right scale. The beginning of the COVID-19 pandemia February 28,2020 in MMC is marked. Data correspond to measurements from the manual network of particulate matter of the SEDEMA under a 6-day sampling schedule. Source: <http://www.aire.cdmx.gob.mx/default.php#>Figure 2

A critical component of MMC exposures are organic aerosols (OA) including primary and secondary aerosols.[@bib63] Villalobos-Pietrini and colleagues reported that benzo\[ghi\]perylene has been systematically the most abundant PPAH followed by indeno \[1,2,3-*c,d*\] pyrene: both are tracers of vehicular emissions.[@bib64] Metals are largely associated with industrial and mobile sources.[@bib65] Ozone is above current USEPA standard for South MMC residents.[@bib58]

Thus, it is clear that MMC residents are exposed all year long to high concentrations of complex mixtures of air pollutants including metals and PAH as components of both, fine PM~2.5~ and ultrafine particles (UFP) and gaseous pollutants, including ozone and toxics such as benzene and acrolein.[@bib57], [@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60], [@bib61], [@bib62], [@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65]

Demographic, Tinetti and Berg results {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------

We analysed the results of both tests by residency ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).The lowest score for Tinetti gait was in Villahermosa, a city with significant oil industry-associated air pollution, average low cognitive scores in the range of dementia and high BMI in young adults.[@bib37] The lowest score of Tinetti balance was for MMC residents. Reynosa residents, with the lowest air pollution concentrations had the highest scores for both tests. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the analysis of Tinetti and Berg scores in relation to gender, BMI and age. For MMC and Villahermosa residents, higher BMI had a negative statistical impact on Tinetti scores, including gait, balance and total scores. Males had lower Tinetti gait and total scores versus females, as their BMI increased. Across cohorts, BMI and age impacted negatively Tinetti and Berg scores. For the lowest polluted city, age, gender and BMI did not significantly impact Tinetti and Berg scores.Table 2Tinetti and Berg results and the correlation with selected key variables in MMC and Villahermosa subjects. For Reynosa-the lowest polluted city-age, gender and BMI did not significantly impact on Tinetti and Berg scores.Table 2VariablesMMCVillahermosaBMI\
GENDER\
AGE↓ Tinetti gait p\<0.0001\
↓ Tinetti balance\
P\<0.0001\
↓ Tinetti Total score\
\<0.0001\
Males had ↓ T gait vs females p=0.013\
Males had ↓T Total vs females p=0.040\
No age effect↓ Tinetti gait p=0.0020\
↓ Tinetti balance p=0.00090\
↓ Tinetti Total score p=0.00014\
↓ Berg 0.0044\
No gender effect\
No age effect

[Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the 575 subjects based on their Tinetti and Berg scores: 75.47% n:434, had abnormal scores for Total Tinetti scores, including 99 subjects (17.21%) with high fall risk, while for Berg, 34.43% n:221 had abnormal scores with 33 subjects (5.73%) with high fall risk.Figure 3The distribution of the 575 subjects based on their Tinetti and Berg scores. Seventy-five per cent (n:434), had abnormal scores for Total Tinetti scores with 17% (n:99) with high fall risk. Thirty-four percent of subjects (n:221) had abnormal Berg scores and 5.73% (n:33), with high fall risk.Figure 3

Tinetti, Berg and MoCA results {#sec3.3}
------------------------------

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows 76 participants from the highest and the lowest polluted cities: MMC n:54, and Reynosa n:22 with Tinetti, Berg and MoCA studies. Their average age was 23.38±9.1y, with 14.11±1.6 years of formal education and a BMI of 25.1±4.6. There were no statistical differences between cohorts in Tinetti gait, while the differences were significant for Tinetti balance (p=0.02) and Berg (p=0.0008). The MoCA was on average 23.46±2.68 with no statistical differences between the cohorts. In [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} we show the Cognitive Domain scores[@bib55] ^,^ [@bib56], Tinetti and Berg scores in the 76 MMC and Reynosa subjects based on their MoCA scores: Normal cognition ≥26, MCI 24-25 and dementia ≤23. The lowest scores in Tinetti and Berg were seen in the 19 subjects (3M,16F) with normal cognitive scores, age 24.47±10.69y and with 14.32±1.38y of formal education. In sharp contrast, as the subjects deteriorated towards dementia scores, EIS, LIS and VIS below the cut-off scores were recorded and the Tinetti gait score was lower vs the MCI group. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows subjects with BMI ≥ 25 had significant statistical decrement in Tinetti gait p=0.0217 with higher EIS scores and a similar relationship was recorded with higher Summary scores (p=0.0075).Total Tinetti scores also showed a significant decrease in subjects with BMI≥25 and higher Summary Scores (p=0.0221). Total Berg score decreased with increased AIS (p=0.0258).Table 3Demographics of 76 subjects in MMC and Reynosa with Tinetti, Berg and MoCA.Table 3Residency\# subjectsGender F/MAgeBMITinetti\
Gait (12)Tinetti\
Balance (16)Tinetti Total (28)Berg\
Total (56)MoCAMMC5434/2024.33±9.7425.19±3.39**10.19±1.8512.28±1.52**22.46±2.94**52.67±3.79**23.48±2.53Reynosa2220/221.05±7.0124.86±6.8911.00±1.7213.18±1.4724.18±3.0654.77±1.4523.0±2.67p value\-\-\-\-\--0.110.830.07**0.02**0.03**0.0008**0.47All7654/2223.38±9.1125.10±4.6310.42±1.8412.54±1.5522.96±3.0653.28±3.4223.46±2.68Table 4Cognitive Domains Index Scores[@bib55]^,^[@bib56] data from 76 MMC and Reynosa subjects age 23.38± 9.11 y with 14.1±1.6y formal education.Table 4Cohort Groups based on MoCA total scores:\
Normal cognition MCI\
DTinetti\
Gait\
Score (12)Tinetti\
Balance\
Score (16)Tinetti Total\
Score (28)Berg\
Total\
Score (56)EIS\
Total:13 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
10.5LIS\
Total:6 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
5.5VIS\
Total:7 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
5.5AIS\
Total:18 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
16Orientation\
Total:6 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
5.5Delay recall+EIS+VIS+LIS[@bib30]\
Total:31 CUTOFF\
SCORE\
24MoCA score ≥26 Normal Cognition\
26.63±0.76\
3M/16F\
24.47±10.69y\
14.32±1.38yEdu n=199**.26±2.5112.16±1.8321.42±4.1052.63±4.50**11.95±0.975.58±0.516.26±0.6517.26±0.735.89±0.32MoCA Score\
24-25 MCI\
24.47±0.52\
4M/11F\
20.93±2.87y\
14.27±1.67yEdu n=1511.33±0.90**12.73±1.58**24.07±1.9453.20±3.7611.13±1.645.47±0.645.67±1.1116.53±1.255.87±0.35MoCA score ≤23 D\
21.45±1.60\
15M/27F\
23.76±9.79y\
14.33±1.82yEdu n=4210.62±1.4812.64±1.4123.26±2.6053.60±2.719.95±1.654.76±0.795.19±1.1516.02±1.415.64±0.62ALL\
23.34±2.56\
22M/54F\
23.38±9.11y\
**14.32±1.67 n:76**10.42±1.8412.54±1.5522.96±3.0653.28±3.4210.68±1.725.11±0.795.55±1.1216.43±1.335.75±0.52[^1]Table 5MoCA selected cognition index scores in MMC and Reynosa and the correlation with Tinetti and Berg scores.BMI ≥25 was the targeted value in Tinnetti.Table 5MoCA\
Cognition Index ScoresTinetti gait in subjects with BMI≥25Tinetti Total in subjects with BMI≥25Total Berg all subjectsEIS Increase↓ p=0.0217AIS Increase↓ p=0.0258Summary Score increases↓ p=0.0075↓ p=0.0221

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Gait and balance dysfunction are present in ∼ 75% of 575 seemingly healthy young adults age 21.04±5.76y residing in Mexican cities with concentrations of fine particulate matter PM~2.5~ above the current USEPA annual standard. High risk of falls was detected in 17.2% and 5.7% of them using Tinetti and Berg instruments, respectively.

Young adults are showing higher fall risk and significant cognitive deficits in the absence of risk factors commonly associated with cognition impairment and dementia at younger ages.[@bib66] Outstandingly, these young adults with College education belong to the same socio-economic status as the 203 MMC subjects ≤40y staged for AD with Alzheimer Continuum.[@bib32] ^,^ [@bib67] ^,^ [@bib68] In the forensic autopsy study[@bib32], age and cumulative lifelong concentrations of PM~2.5~ were significant for developing NFT V. In the same autopsy cohorts, magnetic, combustion-derived nanoparticles are associated with early and progressive damage to the neurovascular unit, making the issue of nanoparticulate matter air pollution in MMC residents relevant to our discussion.[@bib69] We have described the presence of magnetite nanoparticles (NPs) in frontal cortex and hearts of MMC subjects often associated with other non-endogenous metals (including platinum, cadmium, cerium).[@bib70] ^,^ [@bib71] Indeed, NPs[@bib72] are abundant in MMC air and contain metals, including Fe, Pb or Zn.[@bib73] Villahermosa residents exposed mainly to -PM~2.5~ rich in PAHs emitted from the flaring of source gas and incineration of oil condensates from gas- and oil extraction activities and from uncontrolled biomass burning, are having the lowest Tinetti gait scores, while MMC residents, are worse in balance and are being exposed to primary and secondary PM~2.5~ associated with heavy duty diesel vehicles and the photochemical activity of the region. BMI and age are powerful variables for abnormal scores in both Tinetti and Berg and males are doing worse than females in MMC. Remarkably, we found in the 76 subjects with Berg, Tinetti and MoCA, statistical correlation between lower Tinetti scores and higher Executive Index Scores (EIS), a scenario reminiscent of the Motoric Cognitive Risk Syndrome (MCR)-*without the subjective cognitive complaints*-described in elderly cohorts.[@bib28] ^,^ [@bib29] ^,^ [@bib74]

Our findings in the 575 young cohort with gait and balance abnormalities ought to be discussed on the bases of the extensive literature available in gait, mobility, cognition, Alzheimer and air pollution. First, there is no question about the high risk of falls in older people and the validity of paradigms linking shared brain pathways in mobility, falls and cognition.[@bib74], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib77], [@bib78], [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81], [@bib82], [@bib83] Key to this discussion is the association between specific gray matter networks, normal pace walking speed, dual-task costs and different cognitive domains[@bib76] and the strong evidence that shared neural systems responsible for gait speed and processing speed are indeed subjected to age and dementia-associated pathological changes.[@bib83] On the other hand, the extensive work on the Motoric Cognitive Risk Syndrome (MCR) defined as a pre-dementia syndrome characterized by subjective cognitive complaints and slow gait, the association between gait decline and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and the cognitive and motor trajectories in their path to dementia are obligated topics in this discussion.[@bib84], [@bib85], [@bib86], [@bib87], [@bib88], [@bib89], [@bib90], [@bib91], [@bib92], [@bib93], [@bib94], [@bib95] Montero-Odasso et al., paper is critical.[@bib95] The authors did a 5y prospective longitudinal study of 154 adults ≥65y without dementia at day 0 and defined motor and cognitive decline in those who progressed to dementia versus those who did not.[@bib95] The authors concluded *decline in serial measures of gait velocity, had a higher attributable risk for incident dementia than did cognitive decline alone* and the highest risk for dementia was in subjects with *a decline over time of both gait velocity and cognition.* [@bib95] Alterations in white matter (WM) radial diffusivity evaluated by diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have shown an association with WM tracts participating in executive and visuospatial functions in MCI patients with fall history.[@bib90] This is very relevant to our neuropathological and electron microscopy MMC studies and the striking neurovascular unit (NVU) damage described by electron microscopy starting in pediatric ages.[@bib32] ^,^ [@bib44] ^,^ [@bib69] ^,^ [@bib72] ^,^ [@bib96] In our MMC forensic autopsy cohorts, the WM tract damage is not confined to supratentorial regions, it also involves the brainstem tracts and nuclei.[@bib38] Indeed, the significant alterations to the brainstem auditory evoked potentials are related to the damage combination of WM tracts and auditory nuclei, a finding evolving in MMC residents as their aged and one of our proposed non-invasive markers of Alzheimer Continuum.[@bib38] ^,^ [@bib39] Metabolic and genetic factors also have to be considered when we analyzed motor and cognitive decline and the work of Sathyan et al.,[@bib88] precisely describing high BMI and waist circumference associated with high risk of MCR syndrome, an observation that is not a surprise in view of the literature linking insulin resistance, NVU abnormalities, endothelial dysfunction and certainly inflammation to the development of Alzheimer's disease.[@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100] Ethnicity has to be included among the risk factors and Hispanics and particularly Mexican and Mexican-American individuals carry higher risk of cardiometabolic diseases and AD.[@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib103] Slow gait and risk of cognitive impairment are also described in APOE4 carriers[@bib94], a finding relevant to our MMC populations carrying an allele 4 in∼20% and accelerating AD neuropathology staging in the first 2 decades of life.[@bib32]

The literature fully supports the association between MCI, gait dysfunction and fall risk, the work of Pieruccini-Faria et al.,[@bib93] clearly shows the progression of gait dysfunction in up to 7 y of follow-up in 110 individuals ≥65y with MCI. Slower gait speed and stride time variability were statistically significant in MCI patients.

The issue of variations in specific gray supratentorial areas in MCR older subjects is of key importance for our young cohorts with Alzheimer Continuum in progress[@bib32], for one very important reason: the identification of specific gray anatomical areas involved in urbanites in the 2sd and 3^rd^ decades will be a remarkable opportunity for intervention and follow-up. Blumen et al.,[@bib83] examined in 352 nondemented elderly subjects, structural brain correlates of gait speed, and their relationship to processing speed, executive function, and episodic memory. The authors *identified gray matter volume covariance patterns associated with gait speed that included brain stem, precuneus, fusiform, motor, supplementary motor, and prefrontal (particularly ventrolateral prefrontal) cortex regions.* [@bib83] Their findings are very relevant to MMC residents because the target areas identified in Blumen et al., work are indeed neuropathologically involved in the Alzheimer process i.e., hyperphosphorylated tau and beta amyloid plaques, in very young MMC children and young adults, including the brainstem.[@bib32]

In Doi et al., work[@bib104] dual-task gait performance and gray matter volume measurements done in 560 elderly patients with MCI, clearly showed that an increased dual-task gait speed was associated with a gray matter increased volume in medial frontal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate, cingulate, precuneus, fusiform gyrus, middle occipital gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus. The authors also emphasized the brain substrates supporting dual-task gait performance in amnestic and non-amnestic MCI subtypes were different, a key finding potentially very relevant for our MMC populations with evolving cognitive domain deficits and significant differences in PM~2.5~ exposures and portals of entry of fine PM and nanoparticles to the brain.[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] ^,^ [@bib72] ^,^ [@bib96] ^,^ [@bib105] ^,^ [@bib106] Beauchet et al.,[@bib107] put forward a biologically plausible explanation for the correlation between *greater subvolumes of the somatosensory cortex and hippocampus reported in fallers compared to non-fallers: a possible brain compensatory mechanism involving spatial navigation and integration of sensory information.* Indeed, in explaining increased gain in the auditory pathway (measured as brainstem auditory evoked potentials) in MMC residents we strongly supported compensatory plasticity, neuroinflammation, and AD continuum as strong players in MMC residents.[@bib38] We have to fully agree with Beauchet et al.,[@bib85] that the MCR-related smaller global and regional gray matter volumes involving premotor and prefrontal cortices, could be used to predict cortical neurodegenerative changes. Based on our MRI/MRS studies in MMC residents, we also are of the opinion volumetric changes in hippocampus[@bib78] and entorhinal cortex[@bib80] are not early findings and we have a higher likelihood of detecting MRS changes, as shown in MMC young residents.[@bib108] ^,^ [@bib109]

The key question to be asked for Metropolitan Mexico City residents is why are we seen gait and balance dysfunction in seemingly healthy young adults 21.04±5.76y in the setting of cognitive deficits involving 55% of the population age 23.9±2.8y and MoCA dementia scores (≤23) in 22.38±7.7 y olds?[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] These are MMC residents with abnormal brainstem auditory evoked potentials[@bib38] and those with extensive olfactory bulb neurovascular unit damage with evidence of both Alzheimer and Parkinson's diseases.[@bib110] ^,^ [@bib111] Cognitive deficits in young MMC subjects progressively targeted Visuospatial, Executive, Language, and Memory domains, body mass index (BMI) impacted total scores negatively and age drove down Executive, Visuospatial, and Language index scores.[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] Are the MMC residents gait dysfunction and the cognitive deficits at a young age a surprise? No. Is the presence of normal cognition subjects and significant lower scores in Tinetti and Berg another surprise? No, because the knowledge associated with the extensive MCR literature points towards different patterns of motoric and cognitive effects. In fact, we strongly support that we are likely detecting the very early stages of significant gait dysfunction (motoric) with still intact cognitive performance. Potential interpretations of such observations in heavily PM~2.5~ and nanoparticles exposed individuals could include:1Significant brainstem and cerebellar involvement directly disrupting centers mapped out as gait initiation and speed regulation pacemakers[@bib15] before quantifiable supratentorial involvement. We have documented brainstem Htau in MMC babies along with early alpha-synuclein in several brainstem nuclei, thus brainstem markers of AD and PD are present very early in heavily exposed PM residents.[@bib38] ^,^ [@bib44] ^,^ [@bib36] ^,^ [@bib42] ^,^ [@bib72] ^,^ [@bib110] ^,^ [@bib111]2.Beauchet et al.,[@bib107] biological explanation for *a possible brain compensatory mechanism* has to be entertained. Indeed,compensatory plasticity, neuroinflammation, and AD continuum are playing a role in the auditory pathway increased gain over time in MMC residents.[@bib38]3The portal of entry of fine PM and nanoparticles (NPs) ought to be considered. The inhalation respiratory portal is important, however the gastrointestinal/neuroenteric portal could also be extraordinary important in some people. The GI system includes an extensive biological barrier, but ingestion of NPs will impact the microbiota and mucus and an altered intestinal homeostasis is an expected outcome. NPs taken through the GI pathway can access the brainstem directly, through the vagus nerves.[@bib110] ^,^ [@bib112], [@bib113], [@bib114]4The concentrations and peak exposures to NPs, their chemical composition, the NPs protein corona changes as they cross the NVU and the complexity of NPs interaction with soluble proteins and key organelles determine the specific cell and organelle target in the brain.[@bib72] ^,^ [@bib112] ^,^ [@bib113] ^,^ [@bib115] ^,^ [@bib116]5We have commented before that *oxidative, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial stress, and a faulty complex protein quality control are at the core of Alzheimer and Parkinson\'s diseases and NPs mechanisms of action and toxicity are strong candidates for early development and progression of both fatal diseases.* [@bib72] ^,^ [@bib116]

Thus, the combination of gait, balance and cognition deficits seen in MMC subjects are likely the result of complex interactions between portals of entry, NPs chemical composition, protein interactions, etc., and an ultimate cellular damage in target brain cells. Ben-Avraham et al., meta-analysis work on the contribution of genetic variation to gait speed in older individuals[@bib117] is indeed very relevant: gait speed is a polygenic complex trait in five major networks and *synaptic function and neuronal development pathways* are critical.

We strongly support that in highly exposed PM~2.5~ populations, clinical gait assessment and quantitative gait parameters should be included in their neuropsychological assessment, along BAEPs, olfaction and cognition tests. The use of a computerized walkway and the inclusion of key variables for gait (pace, rhythm and variability), stride length, swing time, stride length variability, swing time variability along balance testing ought to be included.

The concept of Alzheimer\'s disease as defined by the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer\'s Association Research Framework[@bib39]: *Alzheimer\'s disease is defined by its underlying pathologic processes that can be documented by postmortem examination or in vivo by biomarkers*, is a welcome biologic construct enabling researchers to add variables to the frame work aimed to an *accurate characterization and understanding of the sequence of events that lead to cognitive impairment.* The fact that *biologically defined Alzheimer disease is more prevalent than clinically defined probable Alzheimer disease at any age* is a crucial piece of information[@bib40],one that obligates us to use every potential early marker to identify subjects in the early stages of AD and defining early gait and balance abnormalities is part of the strategy.

Advantages and shortcomings of this study relative to other studies {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

A major advantage of our research design is the access to Mexican subjects with similar socioeconomic status, formal education years, nutrition patterns, etc., enabling us to rule out the possibility that these key variables will modify our results across different urban areas. We selected healthy young individuals and we have a detailed description of AD pathology in 203 consecutive MMC forensic autopsies, ages 11 months to 40 years with no extra-neural pathology, allowing us to put forward direct correlations with the MoCA results in MMC residents and indirectly with residents across the country.[@bib32] ^,^ [@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37] The study has shortcomings. Our major gap is the lack of funding to purchase a computerized walkway and to do APOE genotyping that will allow us to identify subjects with earlier stages of AD.[@bib32]

Summary {#sec5}
=======

In the scenario of highly polluted Metropolitan Mexico City, Alzheimer's disease starts in infancy, progresses relentlessly in the first two decades of life, negatively impacting brain development \[8-12\]. The accelerated progression to dementia scores involving 84% of the MMC individuals with an average age of 46.24±11.82y ought not to be ignored.The recent findings of the neuroinvasive potential of SARS-CoV2 \[85\] is of critical importance to MMC residents, already with significant background neuroinflammation,including brainstem inflammation and significant olfactory bulb pathology.oronaviruses are neurotropic, and SARS-CoV-2 most likely is not an exception; coronaviruses may enter the CNS through several routes, most notably through intranasal inoculation and though peripheral nerves using trans-synaptic pathways. Coronaviruses can infect both neurones and neuroglia; neural cells express the entry protein ACE2, although direct endocytotic infection (similar to those demonstrated for ZIKA and TBEV viruses) cannot be excluded. Coronavirueses predominantly infect neurones in the brain stem in the nuclei associated with cardio-respiratory control; injuries to these areas may exacerbate or even lead respiratory failure. Direct CNS infection together with systemic inflammation, which accompanies COVID-19, compromises the blood brain barrier and triggers a massive neuroinflammatory respon.

The association between gait and balance dysfunction with MCI and dementia scores in cohorts of 23y olds supports AD Continuum and we need to contemplate an early development of a Motoric Syndrome in the 19 adults with gait dysfunction and normal cognition. We strongly support Alzheimer's disease is preventable in the scenario of air pollution. As such, we enthusiastically endorse screening for gait and balance abnormalities as part of the AD research frame in PM2.5 exposed young adults, children and teens.
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The following is the Supplementary data to this article:

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envres.2020.110087>.

[^1]: Executive Index Score (EIS) is the sum of Trail making, clock drawing, digit span forward and backward, letter A tapping, serial 7's subtraction, word fluency and abstraction.Language Index Scores (LIS): animal naming, sentence repetition and word fluency.Visuospatial Index Score (VIS): cube copy, clock drawing and animal naming. Attention Index Score (AIS): digit span forward and backward, letter A tapping, serial 7s subtraction, sentence repetition and Words Recalled in Both Immediate Recall Trials.The Orientation Index Score (OIS) includes all the Orientation items (0--6 points).Summary scores include: delay recall+ EIS, VIS and LIS
